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MMUSIC Agenda (1)

0900  Agenda Bashing & Status Update  (chairs)
Recent RFCs
Documents close to completion
Miscellaneous

0920  MIKEY / Key Management with SDP  (Mankin)
draft-ietf-mmusic-kmgmt-ext-05.txt

0940  SDP Security Descr. for Media Streams  (Baugher)
draft-baugher-mmusic-sdpmediasec-00.txt

0950  SDP Generic Parameter for Media Formats  (Andreasen)
draft-rajeshkumar-mmusic-gpmd-01.txt
MMUSIC Agenda (2)

1000 SDP Bandwidth Modifier (Westerlund)
draft-westerlund-mmusic-sdp-bwparam-01.txt

1010 Offer/Answer Examples (Johnston)
draft-johnston-mmusic-offer-answer-examples-00.txt

1020 Internet Program Guides (Nomura)
draft-nomura-mmusic-pguide-framework-00.txt

1035 XML Schema for Video Control (Levin)
draft-levin-mmusic-xml-media-control-00.txt

1100 Revised RTSP Spec (Westerlund)
draft-ietf-mmusic-rfc2326bis-02.txt

1130 Wrap-up (chairs)
WG Status

• Recent RFCs
  RFC 3407: Simple Capabilities (simcap)

• In RFC Editor’s Queue
  draft-ietf-mmusic-sdp-fid-06.txt

• With ADs
  draft-ietf-mmusic-sdp-new-11.txt
  draft-ietf-mmusic-sdp4nat-03.txt
  draft-ietf-mmusic-sdp-comedia-03.txt

• Completing WG last call
  draft-ietf-mmusic-reservation-flows-01.txt
WG Status (2)

• SDP
  – Minor changes to address comments from list; waiting for AD

• SDPng Transition
  draft-ietf-mmusic-sdpng-trans-02.txt
  – Revision now pretty much complete; Read and comment
  – Want to do WGLC soon (2 December 2002?)

• SDPng
  draft-ietf-mmusic-sdpng-05.txt
  – No update recently
  – Plenty of internal reorganization
  – Focus on Offer/Answer model
  – Leave multiparty content-independent negotiation for an extension document
  – To also make use of RFC 2533 concepts as fas as possible
WG Status (3)

• SDP Source Filters
draft-ietf-mmusic-sdp-srcfilter-02.txt
  – Seems to be done.
  – WGLC now?

• SDP for connection-oriented media
draft-ietf-mmusic-sdp-comedia-03.txt
  – In principle complete...
  – But: concerns about applicability in the presence of intermediaries
    • Discussion from IM Sessions in the SIMPLE WG
Re-Chartering Issues

• Milestone update

• Suggested New work items:
  – Internet Service Guides
    • Fits in with SAP-based announcements
    • Framework
    • Protocol revisions?

  – Floor control?
    • Tempting to do in SIPPING